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Sometimes, when youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re stumped for a solution to a problem, the best thing to do is to

relax. Free your mind. Doodle. Whether youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re a budding Picasso or a novice artist, your

drawings and scribbles can help you learn even the most difficult concepts. You can doodle yourself

smart!With Doodle Yourself Smart...Math, you can learn about patterns, prime numbers, and more

of mathÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most fascinating aspects. This fun and educational book includes more than 100

doodles and problems covering key concepts and ideas. ThereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s plenty of space for

scribbling solutions--but thereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s also an answer key for when youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re positively

stumped! ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s the perfect refresher course on a subject we all encounter in our daily

lives.Let your pencil lead the way! Challenging but rewarding, Doodle Yourself Smart...Math will

bring out the genius inside you in no time at all.
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Helen Greaves is a specialist maths teacher. Outside the classroom she spends her time doodling

books for Maths Key Stage 2 and 3. Working with her husband, Simon, the couple's approach to

Math is quite unique. With their life full of numbers, its hard to imagine what calculating ideas will

arise but you can be sure of one thing, it all adds up to a couple we can count on to deliver great

books.Simon Greaves is a specialist maths teacher specializes in preparing children for national

exams as well as running booster classes to help supplement math education. When not tutoring,

he spends his time writing on mathematical subjects. Working with his wife, Helen, the couple's



approach to Math is quite unique. With their life full of numbers, its hard to imagine what calculating

ideas will arise but you can be sure of one thing, it all adds up to a couple we can count on to deliver

great books.

Perfect to engage the kid who finishes early and gets in trouble from boredom!

My third grader loves this. For some reason the order that I placed in early November took until

early February to be delivered, which was an  problem, not a problem with the book.

The "doodle" part is pretty misleading. There are a few things where drawing would help with

understanding, but not many.I teach high school math, and I plan on using a few problems during

class. That is why I gave it two stars instead of one.I am disappointed with this book.

Use this in my classroom.

Fun gift for a preteen!

all good

I saw this at Barnes and Noble and loved it. So glad I found it on .

Great way for kids to use their imagination. There is a lot for different ability levels.
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